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PROGRAMME	

Sacred	Place	 Ralph	Towner	(b.	1940)	
Simone	 	
Joyful	Departure	

Waltz	for	Debby	 Bill	Evans	(1929-1980),	arr.	Ralph	Towner	

Summertime	 George	Gershwin	(1916-1937),	arr.	Tōru	Takemitsu	(1930-1996)	
Over	the	Rainbow	 Harold	Arlen,	arr.	Tōru	Takemitsu	

My	Favourite	Things	 Richard	Rodgers/Oscar	Hammerstein	II,	arr.	Simon	Farintosh	(b.	1995)	

Don’t	Know	Why	 Jesse	Harris	(b.	1969),	arr.	Simon	Farintosh	
	 	
INTERMISSION	

In	Her	Family	 Pat	Metheny	(b.	1954),	arr.	Simon	Farintosh	
	 	
Four	Paths	of	Light:	II.	 Pat	Metheny	

Notes	Indescretes	 Roland	Dyens	(1955-2016)	

Misty	 	 Erroll	Garner	(1921-1977),	arr.	Roland	Dyens	
‘Round	Midnight	 Thelonious	Monk	(1917-1982),	arr.	Roland	Dyens	

This	recital	is	in	partial	fulailment	of	the	Doctor	of	Musical	Arts	in	Performance.	

Simon	Farintosh	is	a	student	of	Dr.	Jeffrey	McFadden.	

Simon	Farintosh	is	a	guitarist,	composer,	arranger,	teacher,	and	award-winning	performer	from	the	west	coast	of	
Canada.	He	is	known	for	his	unconventional	programming	choices,	connecting	with	audiences	by	integrating	the	
classical	guitar	with	contemporary	forms	such	as	popular	music	and	jazz.	He	holds	a	Master’s	of	Music	degree	from	
The	University	of	Wisconsin-Milwaukee	and	a	Bachelor’s	of	Music	degree	from	the	University	of	Victoria.	Simon's	
performances	have	garnered	him	top	awards	in	competitions	such	as	the	Northwest	Guitar	Festival,	the	National	
Music	Festival	of	Canada,	and	the	Quebec	International	Music	Competition.	

Simon	plays	a	6-string	double	top	guitar	by	Glenn	Canin	and	an	8-string	guitar	by	Jeff	Sigurdson.
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DMA Recital #1 Program Notes
Simon Farintosh

This repertoire presented on this program exists within a grey area between jazz and classical
traditions. My intention with this program is to demonstrate the versatility of the nylon-string
guitar, which tends to be exclusively associated with classical repertoire, displaying its ability to
foray into other styles such as jazz and popular music. Although much of the repertoire chosen
presents as “jazz,” the scores themselves are highly prescriptive and leave the performer with
little opportunity for improvisation, with the exception of the first piece. The prescriptive nature of
these pieces allows for a degree of calculated virtuosity that is difficult to achieve while
improvising on the guitar.

Ralph Towner: Sacred Place, Simone, & Joyful Departure
Ralph Towner is an American jazz guitarist and composer known for his solo performances and
work with the ensemble Oregon. Towner began his musical pursuits as a pianist, channelling
this style of Bill Evans, before diverting his focus to classical guitar. He mastered the guitar in a
short period of time, studying in Vienna with renowned performer/pedagogue Karl Scheit.
Remarkably, Towner was able to transfer Evans’ pianistic style to the classical guitar.

Sacred Place was originally recorded on a baritone nylon-string guitar on Towner’s 2009 album
Chiaroscuro. My arrangement for 8-string guitar utilises the same key and structure, but instead
requires two lower strings tuned to C and A respectively. This composition capitalises on the
instrument’s lower register, featuring a chorale-like texture on the bass strings. In the score,
Towner instructs the performer to improvise the opening and middle sections of the piece. In
order to capture the essence of the piece, my own performance will follow these directions.

Simone is a slow and minimalistic piece that was recorded on Towner’s 2001 album Anthem.
Written in F Lydian with the sixth-string tuned up a half-step to F, this meditative piece features a
repeated ostinato figure reminiscent of Bill Evans’ Peace Piece or Erik Satie’s Gymnopedies.
The piece is in ABA form with a modulatory B section.

Joyful Departure is one of Towner’s more well-known compositions, having appeared on his
solo guitar record Ana as well as Northwest Passage by the group Oregon. The bright
harmonies and driving rhythms contrast the two previous selections, providing a decisive and
climatic ending to the set of three pieces. Rhythmically, the piece is heavily syncopated and the
melody is almost always ahead of the beat. Towner’s writing is very idiomatic, however, and the
piece is manageable in difficulty.

Bill Evans, arr. Ralph Towner: Waltz for Debby
Bill Evans was an American jazz pianist known for his inventive use of impressionist harmony
and his work with the Bill Evans Trio, along with the Miles Davis sextet. Waltz for Debby is



among Evans’ most often-performed standards, and was written for his niece Debby Evans.
Ralph Towner cites Bill Evans as one of his major influences, and employs a similar harmonic
language on the guitar. Towner’s arrangement of Waltz for Debby features many clever voicings
and reharmonizations, and the constant shifting requires a firm command of the instrument.

Toru Takemitsu: Summertime & Over the Rainbow
Japanese composer Toru Takemitsu is known for his considerable contribution to the
instrument’s repertoire. Among these is his collection 12 Popular Songs Arranged for Guitar. As
Takemitsu was not a guitarist, portions of the arrangements are not idiomatic to the instrument,
and require editing prior to performance.

Takemitsu’s arrangement of Summertime by Gershwin, although using fairly traditional jazz
harmonies, is marked with his own unique style. The original melody is left intact with few
embellishments, but the addition of a slow introduction in harmonics and rapid scale runs that
punctuate phrases are elements of the composer’s own unique style.

Written for the 1939 film The Wizard of Oz, Harold Arlen’s timeless standard Over the Rainbow
has appeared throughout the decades in various iterations. Like Summertime, Takemitsu’s
arrangement of Over the Rainbow comes from his collection 12 Popular Songs Arranged for
Guitar. The harmonic language is typical of the composer, featuring sequences of diminished
chords between phrases, chromaticism, and inventive reharmonizations.

My Favourite Things & Don’t Know Why, arr. Simon Farintosh
My Favourite Things is best-known as a musical number from the musical The Sound of Music,
as performed by Julie Andrews. Originally composed by Richard Rodgers and Oscar
Hammerstein II, the song became a common jazz standard after John Coltrane’s 14-minute
rendition on the 1961 album of the same name. My arrangement for solo guitar features no
additional choruses, and capitalises on the E minor tonality of the song, which is well suited to
guitar. The original AAB form is left intact, with the addition of a written introduction and coda.

Don’t Know Why was originally composed and recorded by Jesse Harris in 1999, but was
brought to mainstream public recognition by singer Norah Jones on her 2002 album Come
Away with Me. My arrangement for solo guitar is written in the idiomatic key of A Major rather
than the usual B-flat Major, and contains a brief written solo at the coda.

Pat Metheny: In Her Family & Four Paths of Light: II



Pat Metheny is an American jazz guitarist and composer known for his work as leader of the Pat
Metheny Group. Born in a suburb of Kansas City in 1954, the 20-time Grammy Award winner
fuses elements of jazz, latin, world, and classical music in a unique amalgam of styles.

In Her Family is a ballad written by Metheny and his pianist/collaborator Lyle Mays. Originally
recorded for piano, 42-string guitar, and jazz ensemble, this piece is presented here as my own
arrangement for solo 8-string guitar. The piece is in ABA form, with a poignant A section in E
Lydian and an intensely modulatory B section that begins in C Major.

Metheny’s Four Paths of Light was written for American guitarist Jason Vieaux in 2021, and
appears on Metheny’s 2021 album Road to the Sun. This is the first solo classical guitar
composition written by Metheny, and demands considerable technique and flexibility between
styles. The piece is written in four movements with a fast-slow-fast-slow framework, and reuses
harmonic and thematic material throughout its 20-minute runtime. Presented here is the second
movement, a slow ballad in B minor that features soaring melodies distinctive to Metheny’s
easily-recognizable style.

Roland Dyens: Notes Indescretes, Misty, & ‘Round Midnight

Roland Dyens was a French guitarist, composer, and arranger known for his generous and
eclectic contribution to the guitar repertoire. Born in Tunisia, Dyens grew up in Paris, where he
studied guitar with Alberto Ponce. His catalogue for the guitar contains over 100 original
compositions and countless arrangements.

Notes Indescretes pays homage to the French guitarist Marcel Dadi, who was a close friend to
Dyens before his tragic demise in a plane crash. Dadi’s style was comparable to that of Chet
Atkins, who defined the ‘Nashville sound’ style of syncopated fingerstyle guitar playing. Notes
Indescretes contains one of Dadi’s compositions, entitled Nous Trois. The piece is left mostly in
its original form, with the addition of a short introduction and a lengthy set of variations on the
theme. As the piece progresses, Dyens’ individual style becomes more pronounced.

Roland Dyens’ arrangement of Misty by Errol Garner is taken from his 2005 collection Night &
Day: 10 Jazz Arrangements for Solo Guitar. In the preface to this collection, Dyens remarks at
his hesitancy to notate his arrangements due to their improvisatory nature. In all of his
arrangements, Dyens retains the original key, exposition-chorus-exposition structure, and
includes the addition of preludial introductions foreshadowing the themes. These arrangements
are highly prescriptive and laden with symbols and instructions, leaving very little
decision-making up to the performer. Misty is no exception, and contains a lengthy ‘solo’ section
of notated improvisation over the chord changes. In order to retain the original key of E-flat
Major, Dyens employs a 6th-string scordatura of Eb.

Dyens’ arrangement of ‘Round Midnight by Thelonious Monk comes from his collection Mes
arrangements a ̀ l’amiable. Similar to his arrangement of Misty, Dyens employs E-flat scordatura
to facilitate the original key of e-flat minor. The arrangement begins with a lengthy unmeasured



introduction that is meant to evoke the improvisatory introductions of Thelonious Monk. Dyens
articulates several mannerisms present in the music of Monk, including fast runs and
whole-tone scale passages. Offering his own stamp on the classic, Dyens switches the ballad
feel into a quicker bossa nova at the piece’s coda. This characteristic is not present in any of
Monk’s renditions of ‘Round Midnight, and was likely a stylistic choice based on the arranger’s
close ties with Brazilian music.

The synthesis of jazz and classical traditions is achieved seamlessly by composers such as Pat
Metheny, Ralph Towner, Toru Takemitsu, and Roland Dyens. Within the framework of a typical
classical guitar concert program, these pieces can seem ill-fitting or out of context. When
grouped together, however, one may recognize the nuance and unique nature of such pieces
that exist outside the jazz and classical canon.


